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The functional significance of the α rhythm is widely debated. It has been proposed that α reflects sensory inhibition and/or a temporal sampling or “parsing” mechanism. There is also continuing disagreement over the more fundamental questions of which cortical layers generate α rhythms and whether the generation of α is equivalent across sensory systems. To address these latter questions, we analyzed laminar profiles of local field potentials (LFPs) and concomitant multiunit activity (MUA) from macaque V1, S1, and A1 during both spontaneous activity and sensory stimulation. Current source density (CSD) analysis of laminar LFP profiles revealed α current generators in the supragranular, granular, and infragranular layers. MUA phase-locked to local current source/sink configurations confirmed that α rhythms index local neuronal excitability fluctuations. CSD-defined α generators were strongest in the supragranular layers, whereas LFP α power was greatest in the infragranular layers, consistent with some of the previous reports. The discrepancy between LFP and CSD findings appears to be attributable to contamination of the infragranular LFP signal by activity that is volume-conducted from the stronger supragranular α generators. The presence of α generators across cortical depth in V1, S1, and A1 suggests the involvement of α in feedforward as well as feedback processes and is consistent with the view that α rhythms, perhaps in addition to a role in sensory inhibition, may parse sensory input streams in a way that facilitates communication across cortical areas.
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Introduction

Oscillatory activity in the α band (8–14 Hz) is thought to play a key role in perception and behavior, in particular, by supporting sensory suppression and/or temporal framing (Klimesch et al., 2007; Palva and Palva, 2007; Jensen and Mazaheri, 2010; Foxe and Snyder, 2011). Despite evidence for this and other α functions, both in humans (Thut et al., 2006; Haegens et al., 2010, 2011a;
Zhang and Ding, 2010; Gould et al., 2011) and monkeys (Bollimunta et al., 2008, 2011; Haegens et al., 2011b; Mo et al., 2011; Saalmann et al., 2012; Haegens et al., 2014), several key mechanistic questions remain.

First, previous studies suggested that layer 5 pyramidal cells in visual cortex operate as cortical pacemakers that control α dynamics (Steriade et al., 1990; Lopes da Silva, 1991). These excitatory neurons receive inhibitory feedback from GABAAergic interneurons, and computational modeling shows that this interaction can produce α oscillations (Jones et al., 2000, 2009). Partly driven by this idea, recent investigations in visual cortex have concluded that α operates primarily in the infragranular layers (Buffalo et al., 2011; Spaak et al., 2012), whereas studies showing indirect evidence for this, have been taken as further support for the “α operates in deep layers” thesis (Maier et al., 2010, 2011). However, direct empirical measurements dispute this conclusion, indicating strong α current generators in supragranular and granular layers as well (Bollimunta et al., 2008, 2011; Mo et al., 2011), with V1 granular and infragranular layers containing primary local pacemakers. As the supragranular and infragranular pyramidal neurons have distinctive patterns of (sub)cortical connections and contrasting roles in feedforward and feedback processing, our first goal was to quantitatively define the laminar profile of α generation in V1.

Second, although visual and somatosensory α rhythms appear functionally analogous (Haegens et al., 2010, 2011a), it is unclear whether they are generated by comparable neuronal populations and operate similarly across cortical layers. The same uncertainty applies to auditory α, and, in fact, there is some doubt as to whether α is actually generated in auditory cortex itself (Tiitinen et al., 1991; Kaiser et al., 2007; Banerjee et al., 2011). As a first step in determining whether α reflects a general mechanism operating across sensory modalities (Klimesch, 1999; Başar, 2012), we directly compared the laminar distribution and physiological properties of α oscillations recorded in visual, somatosensory, and auditory cortices.

Our findings show that the laminar distribution of α oscillations is similar across sensory areas and that these α oscillations receive contributions from transmembrane currents in all layers. These findings do not fit well with the view that α arises primarily from the infragranular layers and thus reflects mainly “feedback” operations (van Kerkoerle et al., 2014). In combination with other recent findings (Busch et al., 2009; Dugue et al., 2011; Saalmann et al., 2012), our results argue instead that α operates in both feedforward and feedback processes. While not disputing the perceptual suppression account, we suggest that α, along with δ and θ rhythms (Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Schroeder et al., 2008; Lakatos et al., 2013), provides a mechanism for parsing sensory information into “packets” and thus helps to coordinate activity across ensembles in other (sub)cortical regions.

### Materials and Methods

**Data acquisition.** With two exceptions (see below, monkeys Wi and Jj), data for this study were taken from two well-characterized datasets, including seven animals (four female, three male). Linear array multielectrodes (Barna et al., 1981) were used, with either 14 contacts equally spaced at 150 or 200 μm and 23 contacts with 100 or 200 μm spacing (Neurotrack). Contact impedances were between 0.1 and 0.3 MΩ.

We obtained laminar profiles of spontaneous and somatosensory event-related local field potentials (LFPs) and multiunit activity (MUA) in S1 (area 3b) from a dataset collected in three monkeys [surgical, recording, and laminar identification procedures described by Lipton et al. (2006, 2010)], including 18 penetrations in monkey Bt and 11 in monkey Pb. For this study, we also included data collected during 12 additional penetrations in Wi. Furthermore, we used a dataset from V1 and A1 experiments collected in three monkeys during visual and auditory stimulation [surgical, recording, and laminar identification procedures described by Mehta et al. (2000) and Lakatos et al. (2008, 2009)], including the following: for V1, 13 penetrations in monkey Bd and 11 in monkey Vt; for A1, 2 penetrations in Bd, 15 in Vt, and 2 in monkey Bu. Reference electrodes for V1 and A1 recordings were epidural contacts placed over midline frontal and occipital regions, respectively. References for S1 recordings were placed epidurally over the contralateral sensorimotor cortex. To explore the effects of reference location, we also conducted additional recordings from V1 in Jj (two penetrations); reference details are given in Figure 7. See Table 1 for an overview of recording sessions in each animal.

**Surgical procedures.** Relevant details concerning preparatory surgical procedures for the pre-existing datasets were reported previously (Mehta et al., 2000; Lakatos et al., 2008, 2009; Lipton et al., 2010). New data for this study were recorded from two monkeys that were engaged in other projects in our laboratory. Relevant details of surgical preparation for these monkeys (Jj and Wi) are described here. All procedures were approved in advance by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at the Nathan Kline Institute. The purpose of the surgery was to implant a titanium head post and recording chambers to ensure head immobilization during training/recording and allow for electrode access to the visual (for Jj) and somatosensory (for Wi) cortices. The surgery was performed using standard aseptic techniques under general anesthesia (1–2% isoflurane and 30–50% N₂O). The tissue overlying the calvarium was retracted, and appropriate portions of the cranium were removed. The neocortex and overlying dura were left intact. To allow electrode access to the brain and to promote an orderly pattern of sampling across the surface of V1 and S1, custom recording chambers (Crist Instrument Company) incorporating electrode guide grids were placed over the lateral operculum surface of V1 (in Jj). These chambers and grids were angled so that the electrode track is perpendicular to the surface of V1, as determined by preimplant MRI (Schroeder et al., 1998). Similar MRI and implantation procedures were used to position chambers over the lateral extent of the central sulcus at an anteroposterior angle suitable for mak-

### Materials and Methods

**Table 1. Recording Overview**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animal</th>
<th>Area</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>V1</th>
<th>A1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bt</td>
<td></td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;total&lt;/sub&gt; = 18</td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;spont&lt;/sub&gt; = 13</td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;stim&lt;/sub&gt; = 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb</td>
<td></td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;total&lt;/sub&gt; = 11</td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;spont&lt;/sub&gt; = 4</td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;stim&lt;/sub&gt; = 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wi</td>
<td></td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;total&lt;/sub&gt; = 12</td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;spont&lt;/sub&gt; = 12</td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;stim&lt;/sub&gt; = 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bd</td>
<td></td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;total&lt;/sub&gt; = 13</td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;spont&lt;/sub&gt; = 11</td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;stim&lt;/sub&gt; = 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vt</td>
<td></td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;total&lt;/sub&gt; = 11</td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;spont&lt;/sub&gt; = 11</td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;stim&lt;/sub&gt; = 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bu</td>
<td></td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;total&lt;/sub&gt; = 2</td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;spont&lt;/sub&gt; = 2</td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;stim&lt;/sub&gt; = 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jj</td>
<td></td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;total&lt;/sub&gt; = 41</td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;spont&lt;/sub&gt; = 29</td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;stim&lt;/sub&gt; = 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;total&lt;/sub&gt; = 26</td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;spont&lt;/sub&gt; = 23</td>
<td>N&lt;sub&gt;stim&lt;/sub&gt; = 24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are the number of penetrations for each animal per area and per condition (spont, spontaneous/resting state condition; stim, passive stimulation condition). Note that not all conditions were available for all penetrations.
ing electrode penetrations of area 3b (in Wi), approximately orthogonal to its lamination pattern (Lipton et al., 2006). Chambers were placed over small, appropriately shaped craniotomies and set to rest against the skull surrounding the craniotomy, with dura left intact. The chambers, along with the head post (Crist Instrument Company), were secured to the skull with titanium orthopedic screws and embedded in bone cement. A recovery time of 6 weeks was allowed before continuing any behavioral training and/or beginning data collection.

Experimental paradigm. For the S1 recordings, two experimental conditions were used: (1) spontaneous “resting” recordings during which the monkey was awake (average length of 4 min); and (2) passive contralateral median nerve stimulation (200 μs duration square-wave pulse at 2 Hz; mean, 140 stimuli per session), with stimulus intensity titrated before each session to just below the threshold for the adductor pollicis brevis twitch (Lipton et al., 2010).

The S1 experiments entailed recording during periods of spontaneous (resting) activity and during passive stimulation. V1 and A1 recordings were taken from studies in which monkeys were trained to perform an intermodal (visual/auditory) selective attention task, which required them to attend to and discriminate stimuli within one modality while ignoring stimuli in the other modality (Mehta et al., 2009; Lakatos et al., 2008, 2009). To approximate as closely as possible the conditions of the S1 experiments, for V1 recordings, we only analyzed two auditory-attention conditions. First, we examined ongoing activity in V1 while auditory-only stimuli (50 ms, 70 dB, binaural pure tone at 2 kHz; mean, 170 stimuli per session) were presented and attended (~1.5 min per recording site). As auditory stimuli do not produce evoked responses in V1, this corresponds to the spontaneous condition in the S1 recordings. Second, we examined responses to visual distracters (centrally presented, 10 μs, red light flash; mean rate, 1.5 Hz; mean, ~1000 stimuli per session) while the monkey was attending to auditory targets. This (although not perfectly matched) corresponds reasonably to the passive stimulation condition in the S1 study, in which the subjects were well habituated to the stimuli and likely ignored them most of the time. Using the same logic, for A1, we analyzed two visual-attention conditions: the ongoing activity in A1 while visual-only stimuli were presented and attended to and the responses to auditory distracters while the monkey was attending to visual targets.

Data analysis. For data analysis, we used custom-built Matlab code and the FieldTrip toolbox (Oostenveld et al., 2011). We examined the laminar profile of the α rhythm in (1) the LFP signal as recorded; (2) its first spatial derivative, i.e., bipolar derivation between two electrode channels; and (3) its second derivative, the current source density (CSD) signal, which allows localization of underlying current generators (Nicholson, 1973; Nicholson and Freeman, 1975; Mitzdorf, 1983; Schroeder et al., 1998). For the CSD computation, we used a nearest-neighbor approach, and for the bipolar derivation, we used a next-nearest-neighbor approach to match the spatial scale of the bipolar signal to that of the CSD signal. Specifically, CSD for location x was computed using the LFP signal at x and at adjacent (nearest-neighbor) recording sites x − 1 and x + 1, whereas the bipolar derivation for that same location was computed by subtracting the LFP signal at x − 1 from the (next-nearest-neighbor) signal at x + 1. These measures were computed on a trial-by-trial basis. MUA was high-pass filtered at 500 Hz and rectified.

Using the characteristic laminar profile of the evoked response (contralateral median nerve stimulation for S1, flash stimuli for V1, 60 dB pure tones for A1), the functional identification of supragranular, granular, and infragranular cortical layers is straightforward based on our previous studies (Peterson et al., 1995; Schroeder et al., 1998, 2001). We picked one to two channels clearly within each layer, for each recording site (Fig. 1). In A1, S1, and V1, the location of the granular layer(s) is marked by a short-latency current sink, which is usually accompanied by a sharp increase in MUA. The base of layer 3 in these areas, and the boundary between supragranular and granular layers, is marked by the polarity inversion of the initial positive LFP component. Note that when light flash stimulus is applied, the initial V1 LFP component is a prominent negativity, which undergoes polarity inversion at the site of the early current sink(s) in layer 4 (Schroeder et al., 1991, 1998). V1 is unique in having a very wide layer 4; it is ~500 μm thick compared with ~150 μm thick in A1 and S1 (Lund, 1988). It is the following component (P55; Schroeder et al., 1991, 1998) that corresponds to the initial positive components in A1 (P30; Steinschneider et al., 1992) and S1 (P20; Peterson et al., 1995). The supragranular layers usually display a clear source over sink pattern. All further spectral analysis was restricted to these selected channels, to be sure that effects could be reliably attributed to one of the three layers.

Data were segmented into 500 ms epochs for the spontaneous/ongoing-activity sessions, and for the stimulus trials, 500 ms prestimulus windows were taken. Note that this inevitably includes the evoked response to the preceding stimulus; the interstimulus interval was as follows: for S1, fixed at 500 ms; for V1/A1, varied between 500 and 800 ms (mean, 650 ms). Segments were multiplied with a Hanning taper, and power spectra (5–30 Hz) were computed using a fast Fourier transform. Spectra were averaged over trials and normalized with the average spectral power across layers, for each recording site separately.

To compute CSD and MUA profiles realigned to α phase, the CSD signal was bandpass filtered in the α range (8–14 Hz; Butterworth filter), after which the α troughs were detected (i.e., all negative peaks) in one
reference channel (e.g., the granular channel). All data (across channels, for both CSD and MUA) were realigned to these troughs, cut into 250 ms data segments, and averaged, which gives the α-realigned CSD and MUA profiles. This is similar to realignment procedures used in previous work (Bollimunta et al., 2008, 2011; van Kerkoerle et al., 2014), except here we realign to α in the CSD, not the LFP.

Results

To give a clear idea of the nature of the data, and to illustrate the selection of supragranular, granular, and infragranular recordings for the following quantitative analyses, Figure 1 displays representative profiles of stimulus-evoked activity in V1, S1, and A1. In each case, there is initial activation (current sink) in the middle granular layers (Fig. 1, single arrows), followed at short latency by current source/sink configurations in supragranular and infragranular layers (Fig. 1, double arrows). This basic laminar activation sequence is stereotypic in V1, S1, and A1 and provides the means to reliably identify cortical layers (Schröder et al., 1991, 1998; Steinschneider et al., 1992; Petersen et al., 1995). The channels selected for the supragranular, granular, and infragranular layer analyses correspond to locations of prominent current sinks in these layers; channel selection was performed similarly for each experiment (electrode penetration).

Correspondence of α across sensory cortices

First, to illustrate the similarity of ongoing α oscillatory activity across cortical areas, we display 1 s example segments of ongoing activity across cortical layers from recording sessions in three different monkeys, for V1 (during auditory stimulation, ~2 min of continuous data), S1 (during rest, 4.5 min), and A1 (during visual stimulation, 6.5 min). We computed power spectra on the epoched data (500 ms segments), showing the existence of a prominent α rhythm in ongoing LFP activity in each of these primary sensory regions (Fig. 2). A prominent β peak was also apparent in S1.

The α rhythm reflects excitability fluctuations

Second, using the spontaneous recordings in S1, we investigated the relationship between α oscillations across the laminae and neuronal firing measured as MUA. We computed CSD and MUA profiles that were aligned to the α phase (i.e., trough of the α cycle) as observed in the supragranular, granular, and infragranular layers, respectively (Fig. 3A, B). We then investigated how granular MUA was modulated by the CSD α phase for each of the layers. When aligned with the α sink (i.e., the negative peak in the local α oscillation) in supragranular layers, a phasic modulation of MUA in the middle layers becomes apparent, with MUA increase aligned to the sink. Similarly, when locked to the granular and infragranular α cycle, MUA is phasically modulated; note that directionality of the effect (strongest/weakest during sink) depends on the channel reflecting an active versus passive current sink [also see Lakatos et al. (2013), their Fig. S1]. These modulatory effects of CSD α phase on MUA activity were statistically significant across all recording sites (Fig. 3C; aligned to supragranular α sink: absolute modulation, \(t_{(56)} = 10.46\), Bonferroni-corrected \(p < 0.001\); granular sink: \(t_{(28)} = 6.67\), \(p < 0.001\); infragranular sink: \(t_{(28)} = 6.29\), \(p < 0.001\)). These results confirm that locally generated α can be observed in the supragranular, granular, and infragranular cortical layers in S1 and that it indexes local neuronal excitability fluctuations.

Repeating this analysis for V1 and A1 showed the same patterns (V1, aligned to supragranular α sink: \(t_{(45)} = 4.33\), Bonferroni-corrected \(p < 0.001\); granular sink: \(t_{(25)} = 3.96\), \(p < 0.01\); infragranular sink: \(t_{(37)} = 4.72\), \(p < 0.001\); A1, aligned to supragranular α sink: \(t_{(37)} = 7.04\), Bonferroni-corrected \(p < 0.001\); granular sink: \(t_{(18)} = 5.36\), \(p < 0.001\); infragranular sink: \(t_{(37)} = 7.54\), \(p < 0.001\)), confirming a similar relationship between ongoing α and neuronal firing across sensory modalities.

Laminar distributions of α amplitude

Next, we asked in which layer α activity is largest. For each recording site, we computed power spectra for each of the layers,

Figure 2. α oscillations in the monkey sensory cortex. A, Representative 1 s LFP segments from three different monkeys, for each of the primary sensory areas (top, V1; middle, S1; bottom, A1), showing raw unfiltered data (left) and low-pass-filtered data (20 Hz; right). B, Power spectra for these sites, averaged over the recording session.
including one to two channels per layer as previously identified based on the evoked response (see Materials and Methods and Fig. 1), and quantified these spectra across experiments. This was done separately for the LFP signal to allow direct methodological comparison with previous studies (Buffalo et al., 2011; Bollimunta et al., 2011; Spaak et al., 2012) and for the CSD signal to provide more accurate localization of the underlying membrane currents that generate α band oscillations.

We first computed the spectra for V1, for ongoing activity and for the “ignored” visual stimulation condition (Fig. 4). In accor-
dance with previous reports on visual cortex, we found that in the LFP profiles, α activity was strongest in the infragranular layers (SPONT: $F_{(2,66)} = 65.79$, $p < 0.001$; STIM: $F_{(2,69)} = 63.65$, $p < 0.001$; see Fig. 4A, insets, for significant post hoc paired comparisons, Bonferroni-corrected $p < 0.05$). However, spectral analysis of the CSD profiles yields a markedly different picture. Whereas the most prominent α (~11 Hz) “bump” appears in the granular layer spectra for both spontaneous and stimulation conditions, throughout the 8–14 Hz range analyzed across all penetrations, the CSD α power was greatest in the supragranular layers and weakest in the infragranular layers (SPONT: $F_{(2,66)} = 6.34$, $p < 0.01$; STIM: $F_{(2,69)} = 6.38$, $p < 0.01$; Fig. 4B).

We then repeated this analysis for S1 (Fig. 5) to determine whether this is a general property of LFP versus CSD patterns and not specific to the visual system. The S1 data (both spontaneous activity and passive contralateral somatosensory stimulation) confirmed our findings in V1: for LFP measures, α power was strongest in infragranular layers (SPONT: $F_{(2,84)} = 5.60$, $p < 0.01$; STIM: $F_{(2,105)} = 26.54$, $p < 0.001$; see Fig. 5A, insets for significant post hoc paired comparisons, Bonferroni-corrected $p < 0.05$), whereas for CSD measures, power over the α range was strongest in supragranular layers (SPONT: $F_{(2,84)} = 28.41$, $p < 0.001$; STIM: $F_{(2,105)} = 44.23$, $p < 0.001$; Fig. 5B).

The corresponding analysis for A1 (Fig. 6) yielded the same patterns of outcome: for LFP signals, α was strongest in infragranular layers (SPONT: $F_{(2,54)} = 33.87$, $p < 0.001$; STIM: $F_{(2,54)} = 39.19$, $p < 0.001$; see Fig. 6A, insets for significant post hoc paired comparisons, Bonferroni-corrected $p < 0.05$), whereas for CSD signals, α was strongest in supragranular layers (SPONT: $F_{(2,54)} = 5.71$, $p < 0.01$; STIM: $F_{(2,54)} = 6.42$, $p < 0.01$; Fig. 6B). Thus, for all three primary sensory cortices, we found that when analyzing LFP spectra, α power was strongest in infragranular layers, whereas the spectral analysis of CSD profiles indicated strongest α generators in the supragranular layers.

A caveat: influence of reference location

To investigate to what extent these LFP versus CSD differences could be explained by the fact that the LFP was recorded against a common reference (and not rereferenced), we computed the same profiles using bipolar derivation (i.e., first spatial derivative). The bipolar derivation gave results similar to CSD analysis for all three areas (Fig. 7). We observed these patterns during both spontaneous activity and passive stimulation (V1, SPONT: $F_{(2,66)} = 32.83$, $p < 0.001$; STIM: $F_{(2,69)} = 36.45$, $p < 0.001$; S1, SPONT: $F_{(2,84)} = 27.18$, $p < 0.001$; STIM: $F_{(2,105)} = 43.93$, $p <
Given the powerful effects of volume conduction in referential recordings (Kajikawa and Schroeder, 2011), as an additional test, we explored how the location of the reference site (used for differential amplification) influences the LFP during two V1 experiments in one monkey. This was done to determine whether reference location might contribute to the discrepancy between LFP and CSD estimates of the laminar amplitude distribution. We used three reference locations: frontal scalp midline, opposite-side V1 recording chamber, and same-side V1 chamber. The rationale is that while the CSD is unaffected by reference site (since all reference activity is subtracted out by the derivation), choice of reference sites that are effectively above (ipsilateral V1 chamber) or below (frontal scalp and contralateral V1) the recording site might dramatically shift the laminar amplitude profile of LFP activity. We found that reference location has substantial effects on the LFP spectra, not just in power levels but also in peak frequencies, while the CSD remains unaffected (Fig. 8; note that minor shifts in CSD peaks can be explained by the fact that the different referencing conditions were recorded at slightly different moments in time). Despite these effects, however, infragranular LFP signals remain larger than granular and supragranular ones, and thus reference location does not appear to account for the relative differences in laminar amplitude distribution derived from CSD versus LFP signals.

Discussion

By any measure, \( \alpha \) oscillations are found in all cortical layers. When strictly localized using CSD analysis, \( \alpha \) current generators were found in the supragranular, granular, and infragranular layers and were related to phasic modulation of excitability as indexed by fluctuations in local neuronal firing (MUA). The latter confirmed previous findings (Haegens et al., 2011b; van Kerkoerle et al., 2014), here localized predominantly to granular and deeper layers.

Based on CSD analysis, \( \alpha \) generators were strongest in the supragranular layers, whereas based on LFP signals, \( \alpha \) power was strongest in the infragranular layers. This was true in V1, S1, and A1 during both spontaneous activity and passive sensory stimulation. The larger infragranular LFP power in infragranular layers is consistent with previous reports in visual cortex (Maier et al., 2010, 2011; Buffalo et al., 2011; Spaak et al., 2012; van Kerkoerle et al., 2014). An obvious explanation for this discrepancy between LFP and CSD is contamination of the infragranular LFP signal by activity that is volume-conducted from the stronger supragranular generators (Kajikawa and Schroeder, 2011, 2015).
In that light, note that Buffalo et al. (2011) used single micro-electrodes to record the LFP at different depths, rather than first (bipolar) or second (CSD) derivative approximation. Maier et al. (2010) analyzed the raw LFP as recorded with laminar probes with the electrode shank as reference. Spaak et al. (2012) analyzed this same dataset, using a bipolar derivation to circumvent the before-mentioned reference issues. Although showing a very interesting interlaminar cross-frequency coupling between phase in deep layers and amplitude in granular and superficial layers, their approach does not allow conclusions on the locus of generation, as the analysis targeted high infragranular power trials to begin with.

Van Kerkoerle et al. (2014) also found strongest power in the deep layers, based on the LFP signal. However, based on CSD and MUA analysis, they found that \( \alpha \) originates in both the supragranular and infragranular layers and propagates from there to the granular layer. This is not necessarily conflicting with our findings, as we find \( \alpha \) sources across all laminae. These authors reported a feedback role for \( \alpha \) (while \( \gamma \) oscillations fulfill the feedforward operation). Here, we did not observe specific feedforward versus feedback patterns; however, the fact that we only looked at resting/passive conditions whereas van Kerkoerle et al. (2014) limited their analysis to an active task condition may (partly) explain this discrepancy.

### Reference location influences LFP spectra

A critical concern regarding the LFP is that precise localization of the signal origin is difficult because of the use of distant, extracranial reference electrodes (Kajikawa and Schroeder, 2011). Since these reference electrodes are unlikely to be “silent,” measures such as common average rereferencing, bipolar derivation, or CSD computation are often used to subtract out the reference activity (Nicholson and Freeman, 1975; Mitzdorf, 1985; Kajikawa and Schroeder, 2011). In our experiments, the power spectrum of the “raw” LFP is dependent on reference location, to such extent that spectral peaks shift, not just in absolute power but also in peak frequency. The important point, however, is that with a distant reference site, it is impossible to distinguish reference-site influences and volume-conducted signal (see below) from the actual local activations. Consequently, in lieu of a method to manage reference effects, spectral modulations cannot be accurately ascribed to the location in which LFPs have been recorded.

### Volume conduction and laminar localization of \( \alpha \)

The CSD profile reflects local transmembrane current flow, with global signals, including volume-conducted activity, subtracted out (Nicholson, 1973; Nicholson and Freeman, 1975; Mitzdorf, 1985; Kajikawa and Schroeder, 2011). The LFP signal in contrast,
is very sensitive to volume conduction, and any given channel may contain activity from neighboring layers and more distant cortical (Kajikawa and Schroeder, 2011, 2015) or even subcortical (Schroeder et al., 1992) sources. Credible estimates of the distance over which volume conduction can occur range from the order of millimeters (Kreiman et al., 2006; Berens et al., 2008; Nauhaus et al., 2009) to distances an order of magnitude greater (Schroeder et al., 1992; Kajikawa and Schroeder, 2011). The fact that CSD signals localize the strongest α generators in the supragranular layers, while LFP signals localize them in the infragranular layers, argues strongly that the latter reflect both local signals and contamination by volume conduction. Recent modeling work has indeed shown that with weak local generators, susceptibility to volume conduction effects over distance increases, making the infragranular LFP the most susceptible to contributions from other layers (Kajikawa and Schroeder, 2015). The most likely sources of contamination are strong LFP generators in the supragranular layers. Although there are other potential sources of volume-conducted signals including the thalamus, our rereferencing experiments in V1 provide no clear support for a thalamic source or more rostral cortical source, as none of the alternate reference positions reversed the laminar amplitude distributions derived from monopolar LFP recordings.

**Laminar organization and cellular generators**

Layer 5 pyramidal cells have been proposed as cortical pacemakers and generators for the α rhythm, receiving inhibitory feedback from GABAergic interneurons (Steriade et al., 1990; Jones et al., 2000), and/or driven by excitatory input (Sun and Dan, 2009). Computational modeling by Jones et al. (2009) showed that layer 5 pyramidal cells can produce an α oscillation along the apical dendrite, by receiving ~10-Hz stochastic inputs at two different laminar locations—cortical feedback and non-specific thalamic inputs to distal apical dendrites in the supragranular layers, and feedforward (thalamic) inputs via layer 4 to layer 5 basal dendrites (cf. Douglas and Martin, 2004; Spruston, 2008).

In light of the Jones model, our observation of strong α generators in the supragranular layers may reflect synaptic inputs on the apical dendrites of layer 5 pyramidal cells, while the (weaker) infragranular α generators could reflect basal dendritic synaptic inputs. However, it is worth considering the alternatives, e.g., the obvious possibility that supragranular layer pyramidal cells are also involved in α generation. These have by far the most numerous synaptic contacts in the supragranular layers (DeFelipe and Fariñas, 1992; Oberlaender et al., 2011), and whereas infragranular responses typically are synchronized with infragranular responses, they can be dissociated (e.g., pharmacological manipulations; Schroeder et al., 1990, 1997). Finally, previous Granger causality studies suggest that supragranular and infragranular sites, along with thalamic inputs, may play differing pace-making roles in cortical α generation (Bollimunta et al., 2008, 2011).

Another model places thalamically driven cortical α in the supragranular layers (Vijayan and Kopell, 2012), based on a more explicit drive from LGN (Hughes et al., 2004; Lörincz et al., 2008) and the empirical finding that supragranular and thalamic α are generally synchronized (Bollimunta et al., 2011). Though we did not formally analyze α coherence across layers here, our findings are consistent with supra-infragranular α synchrony (Fig. 3). Our CSD-based findings do not, at this point, distinguish between the Jones and the Vijayan and Kopell models. Whereas our conclu-
sions are in disagreement with those of previous reports (Buffalo et al., 2011; Spaak et al., 2012), which concluded a predominantly infragranular source of the α rhythm, we think this can be explained by a bias introduced by the LFP approach.

Conclusion
The laminar distribution of α band activity appears more complex than generally assumed. Our findings do not replace the “α comes from deeper layers” view with a claim that α is exclusively generated in superficial layers. A mass of evidence now indicates that α field potential generators can be observed in each of the laminae, with an intricate modulation/drive by other (higher-order) cortical areas and several thalamic nuclei. Our findings do not distinguish between the “sensory inhibition” and “sampling rate/parsing” views of α functioning. However, the fact that α is generated and modulates cellular excitability locally within supragranular as well as infragranular layers indicates that α is likely involved in feedforward, as well as feedback, processes. It seems likely that layer 5 pyramidal cells play a crucial role in α generation, and it is important to keep in mind the cytoarchitecture here: dendrites of these pyramidal cells span across laminae, with the apical dendrites reaching far into supragranular layers and various cell types providing distinct synaptic inputs (Spruston, 2008; Oberlaender et al., 2011). However, given the present findings and previous reports (Bollimunta et al., 2008, 2011), participation by supragranular pyramidal neurons likely plays a

Figure 8. Influence of reference location. A, Power spectra per layer (blue, supragranular (supra); green, granular (gran); red, infragranular (infra)) for CSD, averaged over two recording sessions in one monkey using different reference locations (top, front of head center; middle, contralateral V1; bottom, ipsilateral V1). Local maxima are marked in the plot. B, Same for LFP. Notice the strong influence of reference location on spectral peaks here.
consequential role. Mapping these various mechanistic contributions and their role in a generation will be key in understanding the role of α in brain operation.
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